DATE:

December 11, 2020

TO:

Board of Health Officials and Public Health Nurses

FROM:

WE THE PEOPLE

SUBJECT:

Enforcement of Governor Bakers Orders

First, we would like to thank you for all that you do in service to the People. This is a difficult
time for everyone as we navigate these unchartered waters and much has fallen on your
shoulders as the foot soldiers in the community. For your efforts on our behalf we are extremely
grateful.
We are writing to let you know that we will be addressing with Governor Baker the
unconstitutionality of his mandates related to business closure, face mask wearing, mandatory
vaccination, testing and social distancing. The citizens and businesses of Massachusetts will be
educated on their rights to not have to comply with these unconstitutional mandates. They have
not proven effective and have seriously harmed and will continue to harm the citizens of
Massachusetts of which you are one.
There is a glaring lack of empirical science, evidence-based support and lack of meeting the most
fundamental performance standards to initiate a Declaration of a State of Emergency to which
Governor Baker used to impose draconian and constitutionally unlawful actions against the
People. The overwhelming evidence supports that this pandemic is not a public health concern
and that Governor Baker is using meaningless tests to support his lifting and imposing
restrictions (Phases of opening) against the People at will.
Governor Baker does not have the authority to lawfully transfer to any Public Servants the
authority to enforce his unlawful mandates. In attempting to use his influence over Public Health
personnel he is making you potentially personally liable for any Civil Rights infractions or
rightful litigation that is sure to arise.
All Public Servants are still bound to their Oath of Office and possess no lawful authority nor
privilege granted under the guise of a State of Emergency, invoked under Chapter 639, Chapter
17 Section 2A, which does not have a “pandemic” as reason nor Executive Order #55 to enforce
his mandates. Therefore, all Public Servants remain strictly bound by the compulsory limits of
the US and Massachusetts Constitution and the people they serve and must treat and dismiss any
and all infringements with absolute impunity or willfully adopt them at their own
individual discretion.
We are counting on you to support the Constitution and to stand with THE PEOPLE and
continue to defend our unalienable rights that have been endowed to each and every one of us by
the creator and penned in the ink of the Constitution which includes among these being Life,
Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness by NOT enforcing any of Governor Baker’s mandates.

